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Book 5 – Sir Chocolate and the Sugar Crystal Caves story and cookbook
Sir Chocolate and Lady Sweet get sugar water from the Sugar Crystal Caves to make
delicious goodies for their shop. Unfortunately something is making the crystals melt.
What can Sir Chocolate do? Includes four lovely new recipes.
ISBN: (A5) 978-1-912416-28-8 (sq) 978-1-912416-29-5 (ebook) 978-1-912416-30-1
Book 6 – Sir Chocolate and the Fondant Five story and cookbook
Five zoo animals go missing and Sir Chocolate needs to find them. Includes five lovely
new recipes.
ISBN: (A5) 978-1-912416-76-9 (sq) 978-1-912416-77-6 (ebook) 978-912416-78-3
Book 7 – Sir Chocolate and the Ice Cream Rainbow Fairies story and cookbook
Join Sir Chocolate and Lady Sweet on a fun adventure to discover why the milkshake
rain is pale and white.
ISBN: (A5) 978-1-913294-38-0 (sq) 978-1-913294-39-7 (ebook) 978-1-913294-44-1

About the authors

Robbie is a qualified chartered accountant and works in corporate finance specialising
in advice relating to the listings requirements of various stock exchanges, in particular
the JSE Limited, and takeover law. Robbie’s hobbies are writing poetry and children’s
stories as well as baking and fondant art.
At ten years old, Michael, a student in Johannesburg, came up with the idea of Sir
Book title: Sir Chocolate series Chocolate and Lady Sweet and many of the characters contained in the books. His
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ideas were such fun that Robbie decided to turn them into little verse books for his
entertainment.
Cheadle
Find Robbie on Goodreads, Facebook and on Twitter @bakeandwrite

Reviews
This is really lovely. As I read it for the first time I could imagine myself reading it to
my niece when she was little and see her getting excited and wanting to bake.
So much better than giving a child an iPad to entertain themselves! Sadly so many
children are not taught basic cookery skills anymore, baking was one of the best ways I
bonded with both my niece and nephew.
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